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FTSE Group and QS Investors Announce Launch of 
FTSE Diversification Based Investing (DBI) Index Series 
 
 

Hong Kong, London, New York, September 28, 2010 – FTSE Group (“FTSE”), the award winning 

global index provider, and QS Investors, LLC, an independent investment firm providing asset 

management and advisory services to institutional clients, today jointly announce the launch of the FTSE 

Diversification Based Investing (DBI) Index Series.  The indexes are alternatively weighted to promote 

diversification across countries and industry sectors.  They seek higher absolute and risk-adjusted returns 

compared to market cap-weighted indexes with less downside risk.  The FTSE DBI Index Series is 

currently made up of three indexes, including the: 

 

 FTSE DBI Developed Index 

 FTSE DBI Developed ex US Index 

 FTSE DBI Developed ex Japan Index 

 

The investment philosophy behind the FTSE DBI Index Series is that both geography and industry are the 

primary drivers of global equity risk and return; and that market sentiment can lead to momentum 

effects, causing concentration risk in market-cap weighted indexes.  A diversified portfolio helps to avoid 

this concentration risk and lessens downside risk.  Using a transparent, rules-based formula, the indexes 

diversify exposure by re-weighting countries and industries to avoid concentration risk and momentum 

effects.  Risk assessment will occur annually and index rebalancing will occur quarterly.   

 

The indexes are derived from the FTSE All-World Index Series, which is market-cap weighted and made 

up of large and mid-cap companies across all regions globally. Over the past 5-years, FTSE DBI 

Developed Indexes have consistently outperformed their All-World equivalents, as demonstrated by the 



 

graph below. 

 

 

“DBI seeks to address macro and behavioural inefficiencies in global and international equity markets by 

developing a diversified exposure to macro risk factors.  This differentiated approach is a compliment to 

both traditional and other alternatively weighted indexes.” said James Norman, President, QS Investors, 

LLC. 

 

“We are pleased to partner with QS Investors to create the FTSE DBI Index Series,” said Mark 

Makepeace, CEO, FTSE Group.  “They are a valuable addition to FTSE’s growing family of investment 

strategy indexes.”  

- ends - 

 

Press Office: 

New York 

Jill Mathers, Tel: + 1 212-314-1141 or email media@ftse.com  

London  

Mittal Shah Tel: +020 7866 1821 or email media@ftse.com   

Hong Kong 

Meredith Blakemore / Emily Mok, Tel: + 85 222 305 801 or email media@ftse.com  

Tokyo 

Stewart Ueno, Tel: +81 3 35 81 3444 or email media@ftse.com  

Australia 

Natalie Brooke, Tel:  +61 2 92 93 2867 or email media@ftse.com  
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About FTSE Group 
FTSE Group (“FTSE”) is a world-leader in the creation and management of indices. With offices in London, Boston, 
Beijing, Dubai, Frankfurt, Milan, Mumbai, Hong Kong, Madrid, New York, Paris, San Francisco, Sydney, Shanghai and 
Tokyo, FTSE works with investors in 77 countries globally.  It calculates and manages a comprehensive range of 
equity, fixed income, real estate and investment strategy indices, on both a standard and custom basis. The 
company has collaborative arrangements with a number of stock exchanges, trade bodies and asset class specialists 
around the world.  
 
FTSE indices are used extensively by investors world-wide for investment analysis, performance measurement, asset 
allocation, portfolio hedging and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds.  
 
FTSE is an independent company jointly owned by The Financial Times and London Stock Exchange Group.  
 
About QS Investors, LLC 
QS Investors is an independent investment firm providing asset management and advisory services to a diverse array 

of institutional clients. The firm’s senior management team previously worked together for more than 10 years within 
Deutsche Asset Management. During that time, the QS Investors team pioneered approaches to integrating 
quantitative and qualitative investment insights and dynamically weighting key market drivers across a broad 
spectrum of strategies including global tactical asset allocation, US and global equities. Based in New York with more 
than 40 employees, QS Investors is one of the largest majority woman owned asset management firms with 
approximately $11 billion under management and $70 billion under advisement. Please visit www.qsinvestors.com for 
more information. 
 
 

 

http://www.qsinvestors.com/

